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JUSTIN TRUDEAU AND THE
BANDERITES
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A dimly lit hall. Enthusiastic crowd. A screechy harangue from the podium. Prime Minister Justin
Trudeau's association with Nazism was made manifest a second time!

Fresh from applauding a member of the 1st Galician Division of the Waffen SS in the Canadian
Parliament, Trudeau gave a bizarre performance the following day, on September 23, 2023, at the Fort
York Armoury, in Toronto.

More importantly, to his left hung a large banner.. It read in Cyrillic, ГЕРОЯМ СЛАВА (Heroyam, or
Geroyam Slava), or “Glory to the Heroes!”

It’s a response to a Banderite (Nazi) call; the first part might be more familiar: СЛАВА УКРАЇНІ (Slava
Ukraini), “Glory to Ukraine.” The response is, “Glory to the Heroes.”

Justin Trudeau is so unhinged it's not funny anymore. pic.twitter.com/uvbBzy0xz1

— The Amazing Zoltan (@AmazingZoltan) September 23, 2023

This cry was popularized by none other than the Ukrainian Nazi, Stepan Bandera, and became his
slogan. Both his organizations, the Ukrainian Nationalists (OUN) and the Ukraine Insurgent Army (UPA),
allied with the Nazis, used this call-response and it is now closely identified only with them. Bandera
established it as the “Ukrainian” version of the Nazi call-response, “Heil Hitler-Sieg Heil.”

We just need to recall that both the OUN and the UPA carried out many atrocities against Poles and
Jews and the Roma and fellow Ukrainians, while the crimes of Bandera are legend, and need not be
repeated here, as I have discussed all this earlier. Suffice to say that it is impossible to speak of modern
Ukraine without the Nazis—current Ukrainian national life is saturated by Hitlerism.

Is PM Trudeau again going to say that he knew nothing about the banner hanging right before him?
That Anthony Rota, the ex-Speaker of the House of Commons, made his way into the Armoury to hang
it up? Or, more likely, in Trudeau's mind, Putin did it?

https://www.thepostil.com/hunkagate-or-how-eat-crow/
https://www.thepostil.com/the-nazis-of-ukraine/
https://t.co/uvbBzy0xz1
https://twitter.com/AmazingZoltan/status/1705653775489507390?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://www.thepostil.com/the-nazis-of-ukraine/
https://www.thepostil.com/the-nazis-of-ukraine/
https://www.thepostil.com/the-tolerated-nazi-cult/
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-66930482
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What we are really witnessing is the barking of violent rhetoric, all justified by blurting out “Ukraine.” In
other words, all manner of hatred can now be concealed by the “morality” of supporting Ukraine. This
violence has become a habit of mind among all the Canadian and Western ruling elite—enthusiastically
repeated by Trudeau, as this speech bears witness. This is why the members of the Canadian
Parliament all stood, cheered and applauded the Nazi visiting them in House of Commons.

The Armoury performance by Trudeau was Hitlerian in delivery as well—the exaggerated gestures, the
angry facial expressions, the modulated shouting (though truth be told, Hitler was better at all this than
Trudeau can ever hope to be, despite his stint as a drama teacher); and then came the copium and the
hopium—handing out $9 Billion is going to defeat Russia. Perhaps in a saner moment, Trudeau might
want to ask himself how much winning from the Ukrainians the USA bought with $112 Billion (the real
amount is likely a lot, lot more, since the Pentagon is hopeless at math)?

Worse was the applauding crowd before him, listening to his ranting (did all the 338 clappy, happy
members of Parliament tag along?), and no one noticed the banner? Truth be told, it was sneaky, being
in Cyrillic.

The Russophoba that Trudeau yelled out stems from the deeply neo-Nazi views of the Ukrainian
regime in Kiev, and within Ukrainian society itself, which do not see Russians, or anyone East of them, as
humans.

For example, on August 4, 2023, Aleksey Danilov, the head of Ukraine’s National Security and Defense
Council, stated: "I’m fine with Asians, but Russians are Asians. They have a completely different culture,
vision. Our key difference from them is humanity.” Ukrainians are humans, while Russians, because they
are Asians, are not.

Then, on September 14, 2023, Zelensky’s top aide, Mikhail Podoliak, observed: "What’s wrong with India,
China, and so forth? The problem is that they are not analyzing the consequences of their steps, these
countries have weak intellectual potential, unfortunately… Yes, they invest in science. Yes, India has
launched a lunar rover presently and is now trekking on the surface of the Moon, but that does not indicate
that this country fully comprehends what the modern world is about… China should be interested in Russia
disappearing, because it is an archaic nation that drags China into unnecessary conflicts… It would be in
their interest now to distance themselves from Russia as far as possible, take all the resources it has, and
take part of the Russian territory under their legal control. In fact, they will do that." Again, Asians are

https://www.thepostil.com/hunkagate-or-how-inglourious-basterds-eat-crow/
https://www.pogo.org/analysis/2022/12/the-bridge-the-pentagon-cant-keep-track-of-its-money
https://www.thepostil.com/hunkagate-or-how-eat-crow/
https://www.rt.com/russia/580849-russians-asians-humanity-danilov/
https://southfront.press/ukrainian-official-makes-neo-nazi-mentality-clear-in-anti-asian-statement/
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racially inferior; and since Russians are Asians, ergo, etc.

On September 28, 2023, Vovan & Lexus, the brilliant Russian pranskters, posing as ex-President of
Ukraine, Petro Poroshenko, spoke with the transgender Ukraine ex-spokesman, Sarah Ashton-Cirillo
(born Michael, now a creature no longer human; merely a "billboard" for Wokery), who very precisely
and clearly stated what is commonly believed in Ukraine, because it is taught in their schools: "Russians
are not Europeans… Russians are Asian, and ultimately, they do come from the Mongols. They do come
from a grouping of people who want to be slaves and want to be led, just as it was from the days of
Genghis Khan. I wish the rest of Europe and the Western world understood that Europe ends at Ukraine.
We are protecting European values and Western values the same way those did hundreds and thousands
of years ago when the Mongols came in…. Every Russian that supports Vladimir Putin's decisions are not
human. These people are not human. They are enemies of humanity, in fact… we've been asking the
Western world since the days of your presidency, sir, to make certain they understood the threat of these
non-humans" (transcript via KanekoaTheGreat).

These are the people Trudeau is paying $9 Billion to. These are the views that ground his own scream-
fest: "...because the cost on Canadians, on our lives on our...(?) will be so much greater if Putin wins this war,
we will and have to stand every single day until Ukraine wins this war."

Ukrainians must win because they are humans; Russians are not. Notice the attempt at cleverness with
the "cost" involved. If Russians win, they are going to "cost" Canada a lot more. How? Right now, it's the
Ukrainians who are costing Canadians $9 Billion, not the Russians. Rather than pointless gymnastics
with economics, it is far easier to explain Trudeau's words as an extension of Ukrainian Russophobia.
For Trudeau, people like Danilov, Podoliak and Ashton-Cirillo must win, because these people can build
a better world, a world that he can truly believe in. And he's ready to put his tax-payers' money where
his mouth is.

Far more sinisterly, it's better to pay Ukrainians to go and die so that Putin can be defeated (the only
goal of the West), rather than send out Canadian troops to get the job done (laugh track, please).

Ukrainians are defending “democracy” and “our values” (Danilov, Podoliak and Ashton-Cirillo), so we
don’t have to fight for both over here—and therefore the money we give them is the “best defense
investment ever made,” since the Ukrainians are more than happy to die for “us.” You see, the more
Ukrainians that die, the more democratic and freer we become. How much Ukrainian blood is your

https://rumble.com/v3l7ys7-prank-with-sarah-ashton-chirillo.html
https://rumble.com/v3l7ys7-prank-with-sarah-ashton-chirillo.html
https://twitter.com/KanekoaTheGreat/status/1707130990882332908
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“freedom” worth—just ask yourself. Put another way, how many Ukrainians will Trudeau's $9 Billion kill?
How many Russians? What will Trudeau have really bought?

Ukrainian soldier is enraged with Zelensky and co: “You will pay for everything”
-> I don’t have anything to add … this man is 100% right! pic.twitter.com/PG4o53HMyK

— Lord Bebo (@MyLordBebo) March 29, 2023

As noted, Trudeau's words are an extention of Ukrainian Russophobia that in turn stems from the false
assumption of racial superiority, which has been taught in Ukrainian schools for many decades: that
Western Ukrainians are racially and linguistically completely different because they are direct
descendents of Vikings and therefore Germanic and therefore superior. This myth was cultivated by
Banderites in order to endear themselves to the Nazis (it never worked, as the Nazis rightly knew them
to be only Slavs, while the Ukrainians went overboard to show assumed "Germanic" kinship, especially
when it came to brutality, which often astonished even the Nazis).

More bizarely, versions of this myth are constantly repeated in all of Western media, including
independent (sane) media, where Eastern Ukraine is always called "ethnically Russian," a meaningless
term which only strengthens Ukrainian self-aggrandizing racial fables. All Ukrainians are "ethnically
Russian." There are no other kind.

The truth is that the Ukrainian language (previously, and correctly, known as "Little Russian" or
Ruthenian) is best understood as a dialect of Russian, therefore firmly and only Slavic. Russian and
Ukrainian today are mutually intelligible. Ukrainian is not a Germanic language; no part of it is. It has no
Germanic traces; no vestige of Old Norse, the language of the Vikings. In other words, the Vikings left
no trace in the Ukrainian language (unlike English, for example, which is richly marked by Old Norse, as
is Norman French). Nor is there any Viking (Germanic) DNA to be found among modern-day Western
Ukrainians (who claim to be Viking descendents). They are all purely Slavic like their Eastern kinsmen
whom they despise for being racially inferior Asians (Russians). Ironically, for these Western Ukrainians,
Russians proper have greater racial kinship with Germans than they do. So, it would seem Western
Ukrainians deeply hate themselves and take this hatred out on Russians in order to "feel" superior. A
variant dialect has been mythologized into a "racial difference;" and, sadly, it is this mythology that is the

https://t.co/PG4o53HMyK
https://twitter.com/MyLordBebo/status/1641221866332323844?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/11415523/
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ideological fuel driving the war being waged by the Kiev regime.

And it is this muddled Banderite mentality that Trudeau wants to win. For him, Banderites embody the
"truth" that he can back with other people's money. This is the world that all of the West is supporting
with its money and arms. Why should the Russians, therefore, not see this conflict in Ukraine as the
West's new Operation Barbarossa?

Do we still need to wonder where Nazism is thriving the most in Canada? It is thriving among people
like Trudeau and the entire ruling class that stood clapping and adoring an old Waffen SS veteran,
because their minds find affinity with the Nazis when it comes to Ukraine, since the entire Western
endeavor is founded upon Russophobia, upon a deep racial difference (Russians are not Europeans);
and because the West is indeed engaged in a war to annihilate Russians. The longer this war goes on,
the more Nazi Canada and the West will become. This is the same Cold War mindset that forgave the
Nazis everything because they made good allies against the new enemy, the Russians.

But this overwrought exhibition by Trudeau is also best viewed for what it is—alongside the brilliance of
Charlie Chaplin’s Adenoid Hynkel, because Charlie knew how to skewer such types.

So, here’s to Justin Adenoid Hynkel, who can’t seem to get enough of the Nazis… Geroyam Slava, Mr.
Prime Minister!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=isLNLpxpndA

C.B. Forde writes from rual Canada.

https://www.britannica.com/event/Operation-Barbarossa
https://www.jstor.org/stable/25610666
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QFP3KIYIBWY
https://www.thepostil.com/is-canada-now-a-nazi-state/
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